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REDUCTION OF COSTS BY AN ENHANCED OPERATING 
SYSTEM THAT IMPROVES THE WORKFLOW, PRODUCTIVITY 
AND SAFETY IS NOW POSSIBLE BY IMPLEMENTING 
PREACC EM5TEC

Most accidents involving vehicles and mobile machinery happen due to the sudden movement (from the stop position to start mo-
ving) while a worker still stands in the immediate proximity and path of the moving vehicle or crane (danger zone) 

For e�  ciency and to limit false and annoying alerts, PreAcc system solutions focuses only on de� ned zones of danger 
and/or the actual path of the moving machinery or crane, avoiding uncertain zones where workers maybe working normally side by 
side to machinery or guiding the operator.

Pre Acc Core technology:  EM-5tec  
PreAcc systems rely on sensor technologies and triggers to “detect” what is where and when such to intelligently help coordinate 
operations and improve both productivity and safety using various alerting methodologies . EM � elds and Radio Frequencies. are 
immune to the environment and all outdoor and indoor conditions (including dirt, mud, rain, snow, ice, etc.). PreAcc is a specialist in 
very advanced RF/EM systems, does its own scienti� c research in RF/EM technology, including custom antenna system and beacon 
designs. This allows PreAcc to o� er high precision in detection for safety applications, limiting false alerts and general detection for 
location/safety tracking. This enables PreAcc to copy with almost every application demand from a customer.

Prevention of false alarms contributes substantially to a smoother operation, which reduces costs 
and enhances safety of workers, enhances quality and stability, reduces collisions and work 
interruptions, eliminates annoyance of workers.

In fact there are 2 reasons to signal machine operators and pedestrian workers; 
1:To better coordinate operations 
2: To alert in case of danger or high risks without annoying false alarms. 

Not only pedestrian workers in the work zone should be alerted when crane or vehicle 
are approaching but also the operators should be alerted. 
Operators of cranes, etc. must be alerted  when pedestrians still in the working zone 
are at risk but also when a collision could happen between vehicles and between 
vehicles and obstacles. An e�  cient coordination between operators of moving 
vehicles and pedestrians helps to improve productivity and safety
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Pre Acc EM-5tec. combines multiple applications in 
one single PreAcc Technology
1. Safe Zone Management 
2. Control antenna’s for detecting and transmitting
3. Dampening � eld generation for enhance zone precision
4  Virtual Entry/Exit Points Control 
5. Use of Super Low energy beacons  

Use of Super Low energy beacons (Health) 
PreAcc RF/EM sensor core technology has the capacity to sense ultra-weak EM signals 
(i.e. deep � eld sensing of super low energy beacons) allowing solutions to work with 
much lower energy levels than standard Bluetooth earphone devices,. Beacons can 
operate at extremely low RF energy (100 to 1000 times less Class 3 Blue tooth directives), 
which is safer and limits interferences from re� ections

Alerts:
Worker’s exact position relative to the danger zone can be identi� ed when wearing a PreAcc beacon, 
which is equipped with a long lasting exchangeable battery. Workers can also wear a PreAcc Bracelet and 
is personally alerted by the vibrating action on his wrist, or sound on a beacon if such beacon is 
integrated into the safety vest at top shoulder location, (near enough to ear) or attached to hard hat 
(near enough to ear) or an alert light on a LED strip attached to the lower part of the cap of the 
helmet. Workers and operators as well can be alerted by a � ash light/sound alert box installed at the 
mobile machinery or at a dangerous location (obstacle). 

Taylor made designed according to the customer’s requirements:
E�  ciency is not determined by technology alone, what counts more is the intelligent 
deployment of this technology. The best building process is speci� cally adapted to
individual needs and situations; collaboration between man and the machine. 
PreAcc most probably can promise customers more safety, less accidents and increase 
e�  ciency in production time and reduction of operating costs. These factors are increasingly becoming a 
decisive competitive factor.

Railroad safety management 
Protect and alert workers in front and behind the vehicle, but only are alerted when they are in the path of the 
moving vehicle. Protect and alert workers when under the boom of the crane. This alerting action could be 
deactivated manually when the worker e.g. is assisting the operator in guiding the crane. 

EM/RF  details:
MIDAL: Multiband Industrial Detection and Localisation Technology.
EM generator : 2 or 3 di� erent and all ISM bandwidths.
Specially designed antenna: Standard setting covers 2 – 4 meters and 
180 degree danger zone but other geometries (length and width) are possible. 
High precision very low energy EM/RF technology. 
Preacc beacons: Power 100 -1.000 times less than bluetooth Class 3
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Technical speci� cations :
Power 12 VDC, 24 VDC, 48 VDC
Operating Temperature : -40 to + 
80 ° C


